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Hi Silas,

It's a pleasure to introduce myself, and I hope this finds you well. I'm sure you're inundated with coronavirus- 
related submissions right now, but I felt that the attached op-ed would add something unique to the conversation 
surrounding the pandemic.

The author is Diana Cohen Altman, former executive director of the Karabakh Foundation, who writes extensively 
about Azerbaijani cultural and civil-society topics. Although life feels perhaps more fragile than ever due to the 
pandemic, Diana examines how Azerbaijan's clusters of “superagers” — generally those 90 and above — have 
inspired generations of documentarians and scientists alike to plumb the mysteries of living a long life. Storytellers 
have long circulated tales of groups of Azerbaijanis living to be more than 120; a museum in the city of Lankaran 
honors the country’s “long livers.” In fact, Lankaran maintains a sister city partnership with Monterey, near your 
coverage area. The Californian has previously covered the Lankaran-Monterey partnership, in this article.

The full text is also included below. Please let me know if The Californian is interested in publishing my op-ed, and 
thanks so much for your time and consideration!

Does Monterey’s Azerbaijani sister city possess the secrets of a long life?

By Diana Cohen Altman

In this pandemic era, life may feel more fragile than before. Yet the sister city partnership between 
Monterey and the Azerbaijani city of Lankaran could lend clues into the secrets behind longevity.

High in the mountain forests of Eurasia’s Caucasus region and down in the leafy lowlands of 
Azerbaijan, clusters of “superagers” — generally those age 90 and above — have inspired generations 
of documentarians and scientists alike to plumb the mysteries of living a long life. Storytellers long 
have circulated tales of groups of Azerbaijanis living to be more than 120; a museum in the city of 
Lankaran honors the country’s “long livers.”

Since the 1970s, Azerbaijan’s overall life expectancy has settled into the global-average range of 71. 
Still, an unusual number of Azerbaijanis, primarily in remote areas, have overwhelmingly defied the 
average. What exactly affords Azerbaijan’s superagers the ability to keep on living?

Lifestyle

Lifestyle matters, scientists and laypeople generally agree. Whether it be taking daily walks or turning 
off the news, people who live a life focused (but not overly focused) on healthy habits tend to live
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longer.

Many Azerbaijanis cite a diet centered on unprocessed, organic foods and a lack of involvement in 
harried debate as keys to long life. Dr. Tahir Amiraslanov, president of the Azerbaijan National 
Culinary Association and editor-in-chief of the Kulina scientific journal, says, “People eat what they 
grow, use clean water and fresh air, live in a house with a large, multigenerational family, and overall 
live a natural life and try to do good things.”

Professor Ulduz Hashimova, director of the Institute of Physiology at the Azerbaijan National 
Academy of Sciences in the country’s capital of Baku, shares that her institute has made 
understanding superaging an institutional priority for several years. The institute’s comprehensive 
research has spanned disciplines, from genealogy to ecology, neurology, biochemistry, and beyond. 
Most published works deriving from this effort are written in Russian, which may partially explain the 
West’s general lack of familiarity with this research.

Clusters

Why have clusters of superagers — not just isolated superagers — appeared in Azerbaijan and 
elsewhere in the world? Genes and family history come into play. Looking at the clusters in 
Azerbaijan may add to the body of knowledge of medical factors and family patterns that proactively 
contribute to longevity.

A growing number of scientists consider aging to be a “preventable condition” that can be addressed 
by gene therapy. Lessons to be learned from Azerbaijan and elsewhere may contribute to our ability to 
prolong life.

Genetics

The New York-based Albert Einstein College of Medicine’s Dr. Nir Barzilai, an eminent leader in 
longevity research, has not personally examined the Azerbaijani case but points to his long-term 
research on Ashkenazi Jews in discussing the issue of clusters.

Israeli-born Barzilai, founding director of the college’s Institute for Aging Studies and scientific 
director of the American Federation for Aging Research, has identified or corroborated longevity- 
associated gene markers that include the cholesteryl ester transfer protein gene (CETP). In one form, 
CETP correlates with slower memory decline, lower dementia risk, and significant protection against 
heart disease. Scientists and pharmaceutical companies such as Merck have looked to CETP and other 
identifying markers as means to interrupt age-related diseases.

Barzilai’s study of the largely homogeneous Ashkenazi Jewish population has revealed shared genetic 
elements resulting in patterns. The research has helped Barzilai and others develop mitochondria- 
based therapeutics for diseases associated with aging.

From the pandemic to the future
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Azerbaijan has fostered significant partnerships in the humanities and other disciplines, and the West 
is building an understanding of Azerbaijani culture and contributions. Amid the pandemic and in the 
coming years, the U.S. scientific community may look to Israel and Azerbaijan — who are partners in 
technical and other arenas — for breakthroughs in the understanding of aging.

As societies become increasingly heterogeneous, we can learn from families and communities with 
shared characteristics. We may unlock more life-extending therapies. Meanwhile, as research 
progresses, we can make the lifestyle changes already identified as keys to longevity.

Diana Cohen Altman, principal of Cultural Diplomacy Associates, L.L.C., and former executive 
director of the U.S. cultural non-profit Karabakh Foundation, writes extensively about Azerbaijani 
cultural and civil-society topics.

All the best,
Jacob Kamaras 
Founder
Stellar Jay Communications 
646-338-5946

This material is distributed by Stellar Jay Communications on behalf of the Embassy of the Republic of Azerbaijan 
to the United States of America. Additional information is available at the Department of Justice, Washington, DC.
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